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Although the arts of incense and perfume making are
among the oldest of human cultural practices, it is only in
the last two decades that the use of odors in the creation
of art has begun to attract attention under the rubrics of
'olfactory art' or 'scent art.' Contemporary olfactory art
ranges from gallery and museum installations and the
use of scents in music, film, and drama, to the ambient
scenting of stores and the use of scents in cuisine. All
these practices raise aesthetic and ethical issues, but
there is a long-standing philosophical tradition, most
notably articulated in the work of Kant and Hegel, which
argues that the sense of smell lacks the cognitive
capacity to be a vehicle for either serious art or reflective
aesthetic experience. This neglect and denigration of the
aesthetic potential of smell was further reinforced by
Darwin's and Freud's views of the human sense of smell
as a near useless evolutionary vestige. Smell has thus
been widely neglected within the philosophy of art. Larry
Shiner's wide-ranging book counters this tendency,
aiming to reinvigorate an interest in smell as an aesthetic
experience. He begins by countering the classic
arguments against the aesthetic potential of smell with
both philosophical arguments and evidence from
neuroscience, psychology, anthropology, history,
linguistics, and literature. He then draws on this empirical
evidence to explore the range of aesthetic issues that
arise in each of the major areas of the olfactory arts,
whether those issues arise from the use of scents with
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theater and music, sculpture and installation, architecture
and urban design, or avant-garde cuisine. Shiner gives
special attention to the art status of perfumes and to the
ethical issues that arise from scenting the body, the
ambient scenting of buildings, and the use of scents in
fast food. Shiner's book provides both philosophers and
other academic readers with not only a comprehensive
overview of the aesthetic issues raised by the
emergence of the olfactory arts, but also shows the way
forward for further studies of the aesthetics of smell.
Bring Renaissance Italy Home with Paper-Pieced
Mosaics. Quilt designs based on beautiful Italian
mosaics bring the Italian Renaissance into your home.
Familiar quilting shapes in new combinations and
settings yield exquisite, intricate-looking designs. 8
stunning quilt projects in a variety of sizes, or create your
own variations. Full-sized paper-piecing patterns for
most quilts. Photos of Italy and its architecture - a great
coffee table book!
This photographed book covers the historical panorama
of quiltmaking in the United States, from the
quintessential patterns to their cultural
significance.--[Book jacket.].
Features nineteenth-century floral applique quilts, a
description of each quilt's historical and botanical
influences, and an explanation of women's interest in
botany and flower garden designs as reflected in their
quilts.
A milestone in perception occurred in 1971, when the
Whitney Museum of American Art displayed quilts in a
museum setting: Abstract Design in American Quilts
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bestowed institutional recognition of the artistry inherent
in these humble textiles. In subsequent decades,
quilting’s popularity exploded. Some who took up
quilting created pieced quilts that honored traditional
patterns, symmetry, and repetition. But others saw the
potential for pushing beyond patchwork, giving birth to
the art quilt. Today, adherents from both art and quilting
backgrounds incorporate storytelling, digital images,
nonfabric materials, asymmetry, and three
dimensions—in short, anything goes in the world of art
quilting, as long as the result is stitched, layered, and not
primarily functional. As a writer covering textiles, art, and
craft, Linzee Kull McCray wondered just how deeply fiber
artists were influenced by their surroundings. Focusing
on midwestern art quilters in particular, she put out a call
for entries and nearly 100 artists responded; they were
free to define those aspects of midwesterness that most
affected their work. The artists selected for inclusion in
this book embrace the Midwest’s climate, land, people,
and culture, and if they don’t always embrace it
wholeheartedly, then they use their art to react to it. The
proof can be seen in the varied, powerful quilts in this
energizing book. Enlivened by the Midwest’s
landscapes and seasons, Sally Bowker paints her fabrics
with acrylics, creating marks and meaning with layers of
hand stitching and appliqued bits of fabric. Shin-hee Chin
uses sketchlike stitching for its ability to penetrate fabric
and create depth; living in the Midwest helps her stay
balanced between eastern philosophy and western
culture. The metals and mesh that Diane Núñez
incorporates into her quilts connect to her days as a
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jeweler as well as to the topography of her home state of
Michigan. Pat Owoc prepares papers with disperse dyes,
then selects from as many as 150 to create her fabrics;
her art-quilt series honors midwestern pioneers. Martha
Warshaw photographs old fabrics, tweaks the images in
Photoshop, and prints the results for her pieces, which
connect her to the legacy of quilting in past generations.
The Midwest has always had strong textile communities.
Now the twenty artists featured in this beautifully
illustrated book have created a new community of
original art forms that bring new life to an old tradition.
The Artists Marilyn Ampe, St. Paul, Minnesota Gail Baar,
Buffalo Grove, Illinois Sally Bowker, Cornucopia,
Wisconsin Peggy Brown, Nashville, Indiana Shelly
Burge, Lincoln, Nebraska Shin-hee Chin, McPherson,
Kansas Sandra Palmer Ciolino, Cincinnati, Ohio
Jacquelyn Gering, Chicago, Illinois Kate Gorman,
Westerville, Ohio Donna Katz, Chicago, Illinois Beth
Markel, Rochester Hills, Michigan Diane Núñez,
Southfield, Michigan Pat Owoc, St. Louis, Missouri BJ
Parady, Batavia, Illinois Bonnie Peterson, Houghton,
Michigan Luanne Rimel, St. Louis, Missouri Barbara
Schneider, Woodstock, Illinois Susan Shie, Wooster,
Ohio Martha Warshaw, Cincinnati, Ohio Erick
Wolfmeyer, Iowa City, Iowa
Book advocate Colby Sharp presents more than forty
beloved, award-winning, diverse and bestselling authors
and illustrators in a creative challenge! Colby Sharp
invited more than forty authors and illustrators to provide
story starters for each other; photos, drawings, poems,
prose, or anything they could dream up. When they
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received their prompts, they responded by transforming
these seeds into any form of creative work they wanted
to share. The result is a stunning collection of words, art,
poetry, and stories by some of our most celebrated
children book creators. A section of extra story starters
by every contributor provides fresh inspiration for readers
to create works of their own. Here is an innovative book
that offers something for every kind of reader and
creator! With contributions by Sherman Alexie, Tom
Angleberger, Jessixa Bagley, Tracey Baptiste, Sophie
Blackall, Lisa Brown, Peter Brown, Lauren Castillo, Kate
DiCamillo, Margarita Engle, Deborah Freedman, Adam
Gidwitz, Chris Grabenstein, Jennifer L. Holm, Victoria
Jamieson, Travis Jonker, Jess Keating, Laurie Keller,
Jarret J. Krosoczka, Kirby Larson, Minh Lê, Grace Lin,
Kate Messner, Daniel Nayeri, Naomi Shihab Nye,
Debbie Ohi, R.J. Palacio, Linda Sue Park, Dav Pilkey,
Andrea Davis Pinkney, Jewell Parker Rhodes, Dan
Santat, Gary Schmidt, John Schu, Colby Sharp, Bob
Shea, Liesl Shurtliff, Lemony Snicket, Laurel Snyder,
Javaka Steptoe, Mariko Tamaki, Linda Urban, Frank
Viva, and Kat Yeh.
The Barn Quilt movement is sweeping across the
country and abroad. These are beautiful and stunning
pieces of art that originally were featured on barns.
However, not everyone has a barn, so these are now
being featured on out buildings, porches, homes, interior
spaces and even businesses. This book is a go to
resource guide for the beginner that wants to learn the
basic skills in creating a Barn Quilt for themselves or as
a profession. It includes material list, recommended
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products and tips. The author, Talara Parrish, has been
painting this works of art for over eight years and has
created over 3,000 works of art. She has over 2,500
social media followers and found that many relied on the
sharing of knowledge and experience and decided to put
together a resource guide. It includes the pros and cons
of indulging in this art form as a business and how most
can't stop with just one. This book contains over 40
traditional quilt blocks with multiple color layouts of each
designs. There are dimensions for standard size Barn
Quilts for every pattern. It includes 2', 3' and 4'
measurements for grids and placement of angles. For an
added resource, it includes information on YouTube
channel, Social Media resources and contact
information.Let the addiction begin.........
Do-It-All Guide to Putting the ART in Art Quilts. Learn the
basics of good design with simple step-by-step
exercises, then add your own personal style. Develop
the quilt artist within you. Explore fabric collage, thread
painting, innovative piecing, and photo imagery on fabric.
Learn about the business side of creating, exhibiting, and
marketing your quilts. Take your art quilts to the next
level with Jane and Elin guiding the way. Do the lessons
and homework, check out all the beautiful gallery quilts
for inspiration, and find lots of resources for further study.

This classic sociological examination of art as
collective action explores the cooperative network of
suppliers, performers, dealers, critics, and
consumers who—along with the artist—"produce" a
work of art. Howard S. Becker looks at the
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conventions essential to this operation and,
prospectively, at the extent to which art is shaped by
this collective activity. The book is thoroughly
illustrated and updated with a new dialogue between
Becker and eminent French sociologist Alain Pessin
about the extended social system in which art is
created, and with a new preface in which the author
talks about his own process in creating this
influential work.
CORETTA SCOTT KING AWARD WINNER •
CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK • A NEW YORK
TIMES BEST ILLUSTRATED BOOK Acclaimed
artist Faith Ringgold seamless weaves fiction,
autobiography, and African American history into a
magical story that resonates with the universal wish
for freedom, and will be cherished for generations.
Cassie Louise Lightfoot has a dream: to be free to
go wherever she wants for the rest of her life. One
night, up on “tar beach,” the rooftop of her family’s
Harlem apartment building, her dreams come true.
The stars lift her up, and she flies over the city,
claiming the buildings and the city as her own. As
Cassie learns, anyone can fly. “All you need is
somewhere to go you can’t get to any other way.
The next thing you know, you’re flying among the
stars.”
Working With Images: The Art of Art Therapists is an
effort to give voice to the artist aspect of our identity
as art therapists. This book is about how the artists
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work, how they learned to do it, why they do it. This
book will give you glimpses of the memories, and
perhaps the scars, of the artists. Be honored. The
artists in this book know that it is good to make art
and they make good art. Through their work they
demonstrate their faith in the product and the
process. For some of them, art making is their
anchor, in the turbulent world of helping professions.
For some, images come in response to their clients.
For all of them, making art deepens and enriches
their lives. Working With Images: The Art of Art
Therapists is a presentation of artworks and
contextual essays by professional art therapists. This
book is foreworded by Don Siedien and includes an
introduction that addresses the structure, rationale
and intent of this book. The introduction is followed
by the artist-therapists' contributions. Each art
therapist's selected artworks are presented on one
full page in the text. Immediately following the art
piece(s) is a brief biographical sketch, a photo of the
art therapist and his or her artist’s statement. From
the very beginning of the art therapist profession in
the United States there has been steady discussion
of the relative importance of the 'artist' aspect of art
therapies' professional identity. In the thirty years
that the American Art Therapy Association has been
in existence there have been few other topics that
have generated as much interest and debate at the
annual national conference. Over the past several
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years there has been growing interest in re-igniting
our artistic passions and welcoming them back into
our professional identity. This movement has been
evidenced by a number of conference papers and
workshops and professional journal articles focused
on examining the integration of the artist and the
therapist aspects of our work. Working With Images:
The Art of Art Therapists presents art therapists as
committed and serious, fine artists. This book will be
a significant contribution to the literature, and
identity, of the art therapy profession.
A comprehensive source of all the newest and most
popular fiber art techniques! This technique-driven
book explores a wide range of new possibilities and
materials available to fabric and journal artists. Each
unique technique is presented with an inspirational,
full-page photo of a fabric journal page. How-to steps
with photos explore all the possible results from
applying the technique. The reader can create
journal pages and/or quilt blocks, which can be sewn
together to make one large journal quilt, matted and
framed individually, displayed on a meditation
screen, or used as book pages sewn into a
traditional journal format. Full-page fabric journal
block to introduce each technique Step-by-step
photos for exploring and executing the technique
Gallery showing ways to display and use the fabric
journal blocks Great value. Like two years of classes
rolled into one book. Beautiful "journal page" opens
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each of 28 technique chapters All techniques are
easily mastered by anyone. No complex dying
involved. All products are readily available at craft,
fabric, and quilt shops.
Use Gai's original technique, inspired by her love of
nature, to "paint" with floral fabrics, creating
impressionistic quilts in the style of Monet. Her
simple and effective technique sets floral fabric
squares on point to enhance the interaction and
blending of color; flower motifs are centered within
the squares. Impressionist Quilts gradually layers
information leading to the completed landscape. She
presents general principles of design, color, and
fabric selection, then gives detailed instructions for
each of the wallhangings. With few rules, you will
find many opportunities to develop your own style
and create a luminous fabric painting.
28 quilts and bonus projects inspired by the
watercolor art of Diane Phalen. Complete easy to
follow step-by-step instructions. Hundreds of full
color photos and illustrations throughout.
With Mickey Lawler, the best selling author of
Skydyes, even beginning artists can learn to paint
stunning landscapes on quilting fabric. She
demonstrates how to paint every nuanced texture
found in nature, from cloudy skies to rosy sunsets,
from blue water to green fields, and from stone walls
to wood grains. New and experienced painters alike
will be inspired by Mickey's photographic gallery of
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projects made with lush landscape fabrics.
Find a quilt show, lecture, and workshop combined
in one breathtaking book. Learn about the design
philosophy Velda follows to create her distinctive
quilts. Then experiment with Velda's unusual
techniques to create a small art quilt of your own.
This one-of-a-kind book showcases unique quilts created for
walls--"art quilts" that combine unusual techniques and
materials that will inspire anyone seeking new quilting
frontiers. More than 50 full-color inserts let quilters see how
quilting artists express themselves through various media and
28 full-page, full-color plates illustrate a wealth of beautiful
quilts.
A veteran fiber artist shares the basics of fabric painting,
including step-by-step instructions to master techniques, and
a list of necessary supplies. For Mickey Lawler, the sky is
never the limit! Mickey’s SKYDYES fabric is well known
among quilters and fiber artists as the finest individually handpainted cotton available. • Perfect for beginning fabric
painters, as well as those who have dabbled with fabric paints
• Straightforward instructions explain Mickey’s painting
techniques • Easy-to-follow exercises show how to create
skies, earth, seas, and gardens • Learn how to choose
appropriate fabrics, paints, and applicators • Handy “Paint
Color and Mixing Chart” • Includes an easy quilt project that
uses fabrics you create in the exercises Praise for Skydyes
“Skydyes takes an easygoing tutorial approach to teach
quilters new aspects of their craft. Known for her beautiful
hand-painted cotton fabrics, Lawler here teaches the art of
fabric painting to those who would rather paint their own than
buy custom-painted fabric. . . . An excellent choice.” —Library
Journal
Arts and Crafts.
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The best available book on quilt making — a complete, easy-tofollow guide. Includes full-size patterns for making 46
traditional quilts, 150 other basic patterns for making your
own designs, and over 480 helpful illustrations.
Quilts and Color presents more than sixty graphically bold
American quilts from the Pilgrim/Roy Collection, one of the
finest and largest collections of quilts in the world. These
collectors recognized that quilt makers often grappled with the
same concerns as many modern artists. Influenced by
twentieth-century art developments such as Abstraction, Op
Art and the Colour Field movement, Paul Pilgrim and Gerald
Roy were among the first to appreciate quilts as more than
simply decorative bedcovers, womens fancy work, or symbols
of a rustic past. Reproduced brilliantly and arranged by ideas
based in colour theory Vibrations, Mixtures, Gradation
Harmonies, Contrasts, Variations, Optical Illusions and
Singular Visions each quilt in this book is celebrated as a
unique work of art. The accompanying text also sheds light
on the social and cultural history of the quilts as well as the
practices and aspirations of their mostly anonymous makers,
who created such works of enduring beauty and arresting
visual impact.
Highlighted by two hundred full-color photographs, a
celebration of American crafts and decorative arts and the
artists who create them showcases masterpieces of furniture,
wood, ceramics, glass, fiber, jewelry, metal, and basketry
from the past two centuries, along with a look at how craft has
shaped American history, arts, vitality, and identity. 25,000
first printing.
Art Quilts InternationalAbstract & GeometricSchiffer
Publishing
A guide to transforming found and cherished textiles. Textile
artist Mandy Pattullo shows how to source, refashion and
repurpose vintage textiles to create beautiful collages and
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other unique textile objects. There are ideas for
embellishment, stitch and appliqué as well as tips for
transforming material into impressive quilts, bags, books,
tablecloths, tapestry panels and wall hangings and much
more. Following the make-do-and-mend and folk art traditions
of previous generations, Mandy provides simple instructions
for working with a variety of vintage textiles and precious
fragments. There are projects for working with quilts,
patchworks, linen, lace, wool and even deconstructing preloved garments. Each project beautifully demonstrates how
fabrics and textiles can find a new and repurposed life and
will inspire textile artists to incorporate these past beauties
into their own work.

Four stunning projects show how to take advantage of
light via such quilting techniques as fusible tiling, invisible
machine appliqué, free-motion stitching and fabric dyeing
and painting. Original.
Offers advice on creating a pictorial quilt by stressing the
process of developing imagery, arranging space, and
choosing a technique, and summarizes such techniques
as tranferring, drawing, piecing, quilting, embroidery, and
appliqueing
Longtime quilter Terry White shares all the tips and tricks
she has gleaned over the years for using thread to add
texture and excitement to quilts. White's encouragement
will have quilters jumping into the wonderful world of
machine thread painting.
If you're ready to take your quilting skills to the next level,
this is the book for you! Pat's innovative techniques for
painting, free-motion quilting, and embellishing allow you
to expand your artistic horizons and make breathtaking
art quilts. First you'll paint on fabric to make a simple
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landscape background. Then the excitement begins!
You'll use thread to "paint" astonishingly realistic trees,
leaves, and more onto stabilizer, cut out the motifs, and
apply them to the quilt. With five projects to choose from,
there's plenty of inspiration for your next quilt.
By thoroughly examining all of these aspects, Amish
Quilts is an essential resource for anyone interested in
the history of these beautiful works.
“This is a wonderful way to start experimenting with
fabric paint and all the effects you can create using
different techniques.” —The Applique Society Explore a
variety of fabric painting techniques and add a distinctive
touch to your quilts. You’ll learn how to create sun prints
and use resist techniques, as well as how to paint a
Hawaiian quilt and a traditional block quilt. Try
colorwashing, scrunching, and salting methods to create
uniquely personal fabrics. With fun projects, basic
information about color, and tips on different types of
paints and supplies, the award-winning author of Snippet
Sensations and other popular titles encourages you to
experiment, be playful, and get creative!
Got a question about quilting? Whether you want to
know how to choose colors for your quilt, how many
squares or triangles you can cut from the fabric you
have, how to mix and match quilt blocks, or the
difference between French quilting and sashiko—you'll
find the answers in Erin Burke Harris' quick-reference
directory of contemporary fabrics, colors, designs, and
quilting techniques. Includes helpful photos, charts, and
tables help you make your own design choices; guides to
quilt settings, piecing styles, color combinations, and
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fabrics; and bonus profiles of popular contemporary
quilters and their quilting journeys.
These engaging works of art represent a range of styles
across the abstract art spectrum. 300 gorgeous art quilts,
bursting with color and excitement, capture the work of
124 major quilt artists from 18 countries. In-depth
interviews with 29 of the artists help us understand their
inspirations, their techniques, and their challenges. Learn
about how Denyse Schmidt makes her color choices.
Find out how Fumiko Nakayama first discovered the
mola techniques for which she is famous. Discover why
Sue Benner is drawn to plaids and why Deidre Adams
likes old books. Participating artists come from Australia,
Canada, France, Germany, Israel, Italy, Japan, Latvia,
Netherlands, Northern Ireland, Russia, South Africa,
Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, the UK, and across the US.

QUILTS, LIVES AND LEGACIES The oldest of
eleven children raised on a former plantation in
Florida, Eluster Richardson was expected to become
a farmer like his father. However, Richardson
realized early in life that he had a gift and passion for
painting. Richardson persevered and now reflects on
a career of 40 years of successful artistic expression
in oil and watercolor. In Quilts, Lives and Legacies,
Richardson focuses his talent on oil paintings of
quilts that were hand stitched by his late mother,
Mrs. Amanda Richardson. Says the artist, "I wanted
my mom's quilts to live past me in my paintings. Her
passion was her quilts, so I thought, well, if I can use
my mom's quilts in my paintings to have her life, her
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craft, live past her, that would be a wonderful
thing."This richly illustrated volume provides readers
with images of 14 of Richardson's quilt themed oil
paintings as well as photographs of the original quilts
that inspired them.
A timely and expansive survey of a groundbreaking
American art movement that overturned aesthetic
hierarchies in a riot of color and ornamentation The
Pattern and Decoration movement emerged in the
1970s as an embrace of long-dismissed art forms
associated with the decorative. Pioneering artists
such as Miriam Schapiro (1923-2015), Joyce Kozloff
(b. 1942), Robert Kushner (b. 1949), and others
appropriated patterns, frequently from non-Western
decorative arts, to produce intricate, often dizzying or
gaudy designs in media ranging from painting,
sculpture, and collage to ceramics, installation art,
and performance. This dazzling book showcases an
astonishing array of works by more than 40 artists
from across the United States, examining the
movement's defiant adoption of art forms traditionally
viewed as feminine, craft-based, or otherwise inferior
to fine art. In addition to offering an overview of the
Pattern and Decoration movement as it is commonly
recognized, this volume considers artists of the
period who are not typically associated with the
movement. Rethinking the significance of patterns
and the decorative in postwar American art, this
panoramic view provides new insights into
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abstraction, feminism, and installation art. Essays
explore the movement's feminist methods and
values, including Miriam Schapiro's "femmage"
practice; its impact on contemporary abstract
painting; and its relationship to postmodern
architecture and design. Artist biographies, an
exhibition history, and reprints of historically
significant writings further establish With Pleasure as
the most expansive publication on the subject.
Capture nature's beauty, light, and luminosity in your
quilts! Discover how to create an Impressionistic
masterpiece from 2" squares of floral fabrics.
Learn to 'draw' and 'paint' with thread and your
sewing machine! Stop struggling to find the answers
to basic questions-they're all here! Do you want to
learn free machine thread sketching and thread
painting, but have no idea where to begin? Are you
frustrated that no-one tells you the basics? Do you
want tools and techniques explained clearly and
methodically? Tired of wasting hours searching for
simple answers? Do you want a handy reference
tool by your side? This guide covers everything the
beginner needs for free machine embroidery, thread
sketching and thread painting: Equipment and Tools
Machine Needles-which ones to use Thread for
Thread Sketching Setting up your Machine for Free
Motion Stitching Understanding Tension Fabric All
about Stabilizers Stitch Basics Puckering (and How
to Avoid It!) Free Bonus! 6 Free Projects to help you
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get started! Creative Thread Sketching: A Beginner's
Guide Begin an exciting journey into drawing and
painting with thread and sewing machine. You'll be
guided through the 'start-up' phase of thread
sketching, thread painting and free machine
embroidery, and introduced to some more advanced
techniques.After years of working in the creative
arts, teaching and guiding people through
techniques from basic to advanced, Deborah is
ready to offer this complete guide that reveals
everything you need to know as a beginner.You can
do it, even if you're a complete novice! Frustratingly,
the basics are so often glossed over, leaving your
creative mind with a rich palette of ideas, but
absolutely no idea where to begin, or how to solve
some of those pesky little problems that face us all
from time to time. This book will answer your
questions and solve your problems. Take the first
step towards mastering the arts of thread sketching
and thread painting. Scroll to the top of this page and
click the 'BUY NOW' button NOW! About the Author
Australian textile and digital artist, teacher, writer and
musician, Deborah Wirsu, shares how to make
wonderful thread sketched and thread painted textile
art, offering creative ideas, easy-to-follow advice,
along with informative tips, tutorials and online
classes. Early forays into a range of sewing and
textile arts and crafts led, over time, to a fascination
with 'painting' with thread, creating visually appealing
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works of art using surprisingly easy-to-master
techniques. As long as you can use a sewing
machine, you can learn to draw and paint with
thread.Deborah's work has been exhibited and sold
worldwide, and her passion for teaching online has
allowed her to reach out to thousands of students
around the globe. Other business pursuits and
interests involve Classical Music, and Proofreading,
Editing and Writing.
"As a blanket, a commemorative covering, and a
work of art, the quilt is a nearly universal cultural
artifact. In recent years it has been recognized as
one of our most compelling symbols of cultural
diversity and the power of women. In this collection,
Cheryl B. Torsney and Judy Elsley bring together
eleven provocative essays on the quilt as
metaphor--in literature, history, politics, and
philosophy. This interdisciplinary approach makes
Quilt Culture an extraordinarily rich exploration of a
cultural artifact whose meaning is far more complex
than that of a simple bed covering."--Publishers
website.
Demystifying its subject for professionals and
students alike, this title inspires confidence in
colour's application to graphic design, illustration,
painting, textile art, and textile design.
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